A DILEMMA - DELUSION, ILLUSION AND CONFUSION 
OF BEGINNERS.
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REPERTORY (6th. edition, American or Re-print) OR ANY REPERTORY ?
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1. KENT’S BOOK - REPERTORY OF THE HOMOEOPATHIC MATERIA 
MEDICA LIES ON A TABLE OF A HOMOEOPATH. DEAD! WHY ?
2. OPEN UP - STILL it is DEAD.
3. CAN I READ AS OTHER BOOKS ? Eg. Materia Medica, Organon of Medicine, 
Novel, etc. Probably. No!
4. So, there is a difference.
5. What is it ? Let me keep aside for sometime.
6. Let me OPEN AGAIN and go through.
7. OH! CONFUSION, Chaos IN MIND.
8. Why ? What for ?
9. Symptom (Rubric, Why it is called ?) and several medicines against it.  
What is that ?
10. One symptom (Rubric) and a lot of medicines in different types! Also I noticed 
in most of the rubrics alphabetical order of abbreviation is not followed. Why ?
11. So, What to do ? Can we give all medicines or only Black and Bold marked 
as (one Doctor suggested and wrote a book).
12. Again, main symptom (rubric) and down below some thing also written as 
symptom and other group of medicines. Very few at times one or two! Why ? 
And, also some of the medicines which are there, are not in main symptom 
rubric. Why ?
13. More Delusion and confusion ?
14. In many symptoms (rubrics) there are more than 10 medicines and some are 
black, italic, and some in small letters, Why ?
15. I CANNOT USE THIS BOOK - LEAVE ASIDE - NO USE. - 
DEAD BOOK.
16. Then, How to use ? I have spent money.
17. Let me keep on my table to show people and patients that I have gone through 
this big book! But I do not know how to use it! Is it to impress the patient that I 
read big books to cure their ailments / diseases!
18. So, Big heavy book is lying dead on the table of a Homoeopath!
19. So, for learned Dr. with D.M.S., B.H.M.S., M.D.! NO USE!
20. How to make this book, ALIVE & USEFUL ?
21. Let me try and put some Oxygen into it!
22. Again, open up.
23. Oh! There are 37 section / chapter.
24. How it is arranged ?
25. Oh! I have studied Anatomy! So, it is in an Anatomical Scheme arrangement. 
Now I know!
26. Again, Illusion and confusion! Ah! there is no Mind and Generalities in Anatomy.
27. Where is this Mind / Generalities from?
28. Oh! Again, more Delusion and confusion.
29. What are these Symptoms (Rubrics)?
30. All symptoms look alike, same and similar. All are arranged in alphabetic order in each section / chapter. Any special order or value of all symptoms?
   Any difference with them? Oh! How can they all be equal? I have read Organon of Medicine only once for my examination, or not read it, or it has not been taught in the college and Dr. Hahnemann has mentioned something in para. 153, 210, 211. I am now more confused. It is not there!
31. Again, I see that in many symptoms (rubrics) some cross references in brackets like - see, compare etc. are there. I find different wording without the exact location for the cross reference of the symptoms (or rubrics). Oh! a great problem, delusion and confusion. What to do? A lot of time is wasted in looking and searching cross references.
   Delusion, Confusion and Chaos. I find no uniformity in cross references and in which section / chapter to look for the cross references? Any remedy or solution for that?
   I feel “Fagged”.
32. Oh! When I read some sections I found confusion in abbreviations of medicines and names like Kaol, ill, Chen, Nux-jug, etc. having double names. Which one I have to take and look for? Sometime I do not find in the list?
33. Oh! No! Again, confusion! Some medicines I found in some symptom / rubric but these are not listed in the list given in Kent’s Repertory. There may be several hidden medicines in the body work of the Repertory. What to do?
   How to find out? I am tired after going through. Let me sleep.
34. Oh! No. Wait, wait. There is a list of 594 medicine. Is it correct when there are some hidden medicines? There is 100% delusion and confusion. Some are not having full names of medicines. For examples: - (a) Aloe which one - ferox or socotrina (b) Baptisa which one - tinctoria or confusia (c) Cactus which one – opuntia, or grandiflorus or bonplandii. Ah! There are many such incomplete names of medicines. Are we giving correct medicine? Which one is used for the compilation?
35. Let me stop. Forget. I am frustrated to use this book in Homoeopathy.
36. I am having more Delusion, illusions and totally confused and lost! CAN anybody help me?

Let me request the President and the Secretary of C.C.H. not to have this subject of Repertory in curriculum & syllabus. Let them call urgent meeting of C.C.H. and make full-stop of all delusions, illusions and confusion. I do not want to take Cann-indica. Dr. Ramjee Singh, Vice President, C.C.H. is correct when he said only 50,000 (fifty thousand) are practising Homoeopathy out of 2,65,000. This is the present situation in 2006. Then, what about teaching in Homoeopathic colleges, especially the subject of Repertory.
AMEN!
The illusion of choice is a psychological mental model that explains that people are happy if they believe that they have control over their own actions and can exercise free will. The Architect from The Matrix explains the psychological concept of the illusion of choice brilliantly. I found myself in a situation today that illustrated the powerful concept of a specific mental model known as the illusion of choice. This theme, of course, is familiar to anyone who has watched The Matrix trilogy, from the scene wherein the architect explains that the key to keeping humanity subdued is providing a system that presented the illusion of choice. In the real world, you already know about the illusion of choice even if you don’t have words for it. Imagine you are a teenager and...